"Late payments on my credit report vanished, boosting
my credit score from 422 way up to 772!"

How A Down On Her Luck Business Executive
Discovered A Safe, Simple and Easy Way
To Clean Up Her Credit Report . . .
Banks Now Eager To Lend
At Rock Bottom Rates
"It's as if I've always had perfect credit – now I won't
have to suffer for the mistakes of the past!"

Former 'Poor Credit Risk' Reveals How Top Rated
Credit Repair People Blasted Her FICO Score
From 422 To 772 Allowing Her To Move From
The Streets To A Brand New Condo With Ease
Pay nothing until these credit repair pros are

absolutely certain they can clean up your credit
report ... then get an immediate refund if you're not
100% satisfied with the results ...

Announcing an absolutely risk-free way to
remove late payments, judgements and
bankruptcies from your credit report and

boost credit scores by hundreds of points . . .

Guaranteed!
If you're fed up with bad credit holding you back and
you want to get a fresh start with new credit (plus
regain your dignity), then I urge you to read every word
of my personal story of triumph!
[or ... my personal David and Goliath story]
If you're fed up with bad credit holding you back and
you want to get a fresh start with new credit (plus
regain your dignity), then let me show you how to
duplicate my personal success story!

Dear frazzled friend,
Tears were streaming down my face. It was the worst day of my life. Everything
I had worked so hard for was now gone. I went from a healthy six-figure income
to flat broke in a heartbeat. My credit lines vanished almost overnight. And it
wasn't long before the collection agencies came after me like a pack of vicious
attack dogs.
Eventually I had to abandon my own home. Slept in my car for nearly a week.
Finally, I found temporary refuge in a friend's unfinished basement. The air was
cold. The floor was hard. But at least I could stretch out.
How did all this happen? I won't lie to you so I'd rather not say much at all. Too
embarrassing. Let's just say I made some foolish mistakes. Trusted the wrong
people. Then got in way over my head.

But here's what's really important ...

Today I've Got Almost Perfect Credit
The student loan debt – erased from my credit report
The MasterCard charge off – gone for good
My Credit Score – Skyrockets from 422 to 772. Almost at the top!
My New Credit – A J.P. Morgan MasterCard with a $5,000 limit
Plus ... I just moved into my new condo. Got a very attractive interest rate – one
reserved for people with excellent credit!
How did I do it? Honestly, I hardly lifted a finger. Let me explain ...
After stumbling around a bit and making some big mistakes choosing the wrong
credit repair companies I sorta stumbled upon Blue Sky Credit. They are so
different.
And here's why ...

They Do All The Work For You
I'm not a lawyer. I don't understand all this legal mumbo-jumbo. And I don't
have time to learn. Well, no problem.
The people at Blue Sky Credit will show you exactly how to get a hold of your
credit reports. Then these experts will examine the reports line-by-line,
prioritizing all the issues they uncover.
I was shocked how quickly they made those negative comments disappear. Even
the tougher ones didn't stand a chance once the folks at Blue Sky rolled up their
sleeves. They really mean business.
They did all the 'dirty work'. They wrote all the dispute letters. They handled all
the negotiations. They knew when to be diplomatic and when to play hard ball.
And I just kept winning and winning.
The experts at Blue Sky Credit kept me informed of my progress at every turn. I
felt like a VIP. Blue Sky was my secretary, my publicity manager, my business
manager. Even my body guard. They had me totally covered.

No Embarrassing Questions

I'll be honest. Asking for help to fix credit problems can be a humbling
experience. But the people at Blue Sky Credit never allow you to feel like
anything but a winner.
They ask you the right questions, not the embarrassing ones. And they always
treat you with respect and dignity. No exceptions.

Top Rated By People Who Know
I was amazed to learn Blue Sky Credit has been around since 1989. That's a long
time in the credit repair business. And get this ... their track record is 100%
perfect. The Better Business Bureau says nobody but nobody complains about
Blue Sky Credit.
On top of that, past customers all give Blue Sky Credit the highest Five Star
rating. Abraham Lincoln once said "you can't please all of the people all of the
time." I'm certain Honest Abe would have changed his tune had he the pleasure
of dealing with Blue Sky Credit.
Now listen up. This is important ...
If you don't want to go with my recommendation for Blue Sky Credit, that's
okay. But then you must check the BBB ratings of other companies for yourself.
Here's why ...
There's one company I dealt with early on that uses a computer program called a
"dispute valet." I've now discovered there's a whole slew of so-called credit repair
companies that use this software. Even law firms.
And boy, using this dispute valet cost me a bundle of money. You see, the
computer asks you a bunch of questions and then automatically sends out
dispute letters.
Well, I learned that mailing dispute letters without understanding the
consequences is like taking a swing at a hornet's nest with a baseball bat. Almost
immediately I had lawyers swarming all over me. They stung me for nearly every
penny I would ever earn.
Heck, I didn't know any better. And evidently, the dispute valet computer didn't
know either. Maybe that's why this one particular 'law firm' that uses the dispute
valet has over 200 complaints against it at the Better Business Bureau. Whoa!

A word of advice in my humble opinion:
Stay away from computers that supposedly do the work for you. Talk to real
people like at Blue Sky Credit. And talk with real people from beginning to end,
not just enough for a company to get your credit card number.

And stay away from lawyers and law firms as much as possible. That's because
they always seem to write their guarantees in a way that guarantees they get all
your money. Then you have no recourse if you're not satisfied.
Interestingly, Blue Sky Credit is just the opposite. That's because they offer a ...

100% Satisfaction Guarantee (no ifs, ands, or buts)
The owners of Blue Sky Credit refuse to take your money if you're not absolutely
satisfied. In fact, they won't accept a dime from you for the first week or so. First
they want to be certain they can help you. In other words, they won't burn you
like some others in the credit repair industry.
And yes, even if they work miracles for you ... if you're not tickled pink with their
services, for any reason or no reason at all, they insist you ask for a refund. Try
that with those other companies if you want a chuckle. Oh, one more thing ...

No Contracts – Stop Any Time
I've heard horror stories of people being locked into lengthy contracts for some
serious money and then on top of that ... not getting the results they had hoped
for. That's pretty raw. sadly, it's also pretty common.
Blue Sky Credit won't make you a slave. They give you total freedom and that's
why I went with them. I felt safe. I felt confident. And I was right!

Ridiculously Affordable
I'm not going to tell you how little you're going to spend. Even though I've been
up-front with you all along, I'm afraid you won't believe me now. That's how low
their pricing is. I didn't believe it when I first heard it myself.
"How can this be?" I said. These people stick by you from beginning to end. They
do all the work for you. And they treat you like royalty.
After all that, their fee is half what most other credit repair places charge and
they're a drop in the bucket compared to law firms. Plus Blue Sky Credit delivers
twice the results! You really get your money's worth.

The Rest Is Up To You
Listen, I'm not selling anything. Just passing on my experiences. So there's no
pressure on you to do anything.
If you want to check out Blue Sky Credit just click this link. You'll find everyone

there friendly and super helpful. I know I did.
They said they'd send me a "thank you" if you choose them. I really look forward
to hearing back from them. That'll mean I was successful in helping point you in
the right direction.
Warm regards,
Rene

